CHANGES TO ACADEMIC POLICY DUE TO COVID-19

The Task Force for Instructional Learning is providing all students with new recommendations to accommodate online learning needs and two changes to academic policy have occurred to support students: the Last Day to Withdraw from a Course with Non-Penalty W and the Last Day to Request a Pass/Fail Option. Deadlines for both of these policies have been extended to April 29, 2020 the last day of instruction, and are noted on the academic calendar.

COURSE WITHDRAWAL
Course Schedule Change forms are obtained from the Registrar’s tab of BadgerWeb and must be signed via scanning or electronic methods by the student’s academic advisor only. If withdrawal from a course results in a program of fewer than twelve semester hours, a student on financial aid must notify Student Financial Services regarding this change in enrollment status.

PASS-FAIL OPTION
The pass/fail option has been broadened to allow Pass/Fail grading for Core courses, excluding NC courses. Core NC courses include the following: ENG 105, 121, 123 and 190; MTH 010 and MTH 111; PHL 101; FRE/ITA/SPA 101 & 102. In these NC courses, a C- or above is required to pass an NC Core course; otherwise, an NC (no credit) is assigned and students must retake the class and receive a letter grade (A-F). This policy does not include courses in the major/minor, online consortium classes, or cross registration classes.